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ABSTRACT 
 
Louis Fernando. 2019. Grammatical Error Analysis on Students’ Constructing 
Interrogative Sentence Found in The Third Semester of English Education 
Department Students at IAIN Surakarta in The Academic Year 2019/2020. Thesis. 
English Languages Education. Cultures and Language Faculty. 
Advisor : H. Zainal Arifin, M.Pd 
Keywords : Error, Error Analysis, Interrogative Sentence 
The objective of the study are to know and describe kinds of grammatical 
errors made by students in constructing interrogative sentence and to know and 
describe the most common error committed by the students in constructing 
interrogative sentence. 
 
 The researcher used the descriptive qualitative research design. The 
research was conducted in the third semester of English Education Department 
students at IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year 2019/2020 The research data 
was collected by using documentation in which the students should construct the 
interrogative sentence from the declarative sentence; verbal and nominal. The 
collected data related to students’ error were analyzed by using Surface Strategy 
Taxonomy that has four classification of errors, they were omission, addition, 
misformation, and misordering. After collecting the data, the researcher analyzed 
the data found qualitatively. The data was calculated percentage statistically by 
the way of frequency of each error to get the percentation of the data. 
 After analyzing the data, the researcher found that there were four kinds of 
errors comitted by the students, those errors were omission, addition, 
misformation, and misordering. There were 1584 sentences with 1192 errors. 
From the 1192 errors, there were 515 errors of omission or 43%, 81 errors of 
addition or 7%, 306 errors of misformation or 26%, and 290 errors of misordering 
or 24%. So in this research, the researcher found that the highest frequency of 
error committed bythe students is omission error. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of The Study 
Language is very important to communicate with other people. 
Crystal (1980:202) states, “Language is a particular variety or level of 
speech or writing and people use language for special purpose”. One of 
language used to communicate is English. 
English becomes the most widely used language in the world. It is 
used by people in many countries. English is also the only language used 
by country to communicate with other nations. Therefore, many people 
now learn English as universal language. Media communications such as 
magazines, newspapers, scientific books, journals, or other information 
sources are printed in English. Indonesia, one of the countries, also used 
English as a subject to be taught in formal education.  
In Indonesia, Junior high schools to university students have been 
taught English as the first foreign language. Learning foreign language, 
especially English, has its own skill to be mastered. Listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing are the skills in learning the language. Students are 
expected to master those skills. In English, there are also language 
components; they are pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar. To master 
those skills in English, students need to master the language components 
first, so they can be able to master the language skill easier. It is also 
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expected that one of the purposes in teaching and learning English in 
Indonesia is to make students to be able to communicate both spoken and 
written in English. 
Students are expected to speak and write in English well. However, 
some students may find difficulties in applying both speaking and writing. 
Brown (1987:40) states that in the process of learning the target language 
in English, the students often face difficulties. When students want to 
express their ideas, thoughts, or to say and write something, they need to 
understand the language components. This is because both speaking and 
writing are influenced by the language components. It means that students 
need to master pronunciation to speak well, and need to master grammar 
to write well. 
In teaching and learning process, students and teacher are closely 
related. It is because to make an active class, students and teacher need to 
arise feedback during the class. One way to make an active class is by 
questioning. Students could ask to their teacher when they could not 
comprehend the material. Teacher is also expected to ask his students 
related to the material wether they have clearly understood the material or 
they have not. It is not as simple as it looks like, to give question in 
English, some students find difficulties because they do not know how to 
construct the question in English. 
Constructing English sentence needs some important rules, called 
grammar. The students who want to master English well should 
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understand the English grammar better. Thornbury (1999:1) defines that 
grammar is partly the study of what forms (structures) are possible in 
language. It is a description of the rules that govern how a language’s 
sentences are formed. It means that to know English effectively is 
impossible without knowing grammar. According to Huddleston and 
Pullum (2005:5), grammar rules must ultimately be based on facts about 
how people speak and write. If they do not have the basis, they have no 
basis at all. It means that the students whose less grammar mastery will be 
difficult to write and say in a good structure, yet some students still have 
difficulties in mastering grammar particularly tenses, because English has 
many tenses and the structures of English is different from their mother 
tongue. Tenses are included in grammar and it has important role in 
communication especially in written form. It is the key to make a good 
sentence in the right order and to make the meaningful sentences. Lester 
(1967:129) conveys that the conventional terminology for describing the 
tense of English breaks down verbs by time (present, past, future) and by 
category (simple, perfect, progressive). Azar (2002) divides tenses into 
four categories, those tenses are simple tenses, progressive tenses, perfect 
tenses, and perfect progressve tenses. It is why having less grammar 
mastery, students will be difficult to express their ideas in writing. 
Therefore, the teacher should be able to teach grammar and pay more 
attention to grammar mastery.  
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In writer’s experience as an university students who also as a pre 
service teacher at English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta, the 
most problem appear in learning English is about comprehending grammar 
rules. It is because grammatical rules is not regarded not as something 
interesting as in its own right, but also as necessary of language function 
and it is therefore taught by way of rules and structures. Besides, the 
difficulties arise from the nature of the system itself and from the 
differences between English and students’ native language. Students need 
to concern the grammar rules in order to communicate both speaking and 
writig well. Student cannot be able to write in a good structure since they 
still have lack of grammar competence. 
In learning language, students tend to make errors. Brown 
(1947:227) states that the fact learners do make errors. Students make 
errors since they have not understood the language system. Further, error 
is a failure relating students’ competence. It happened since the learner 
have a lack of knowledge of the English grammatical Structure. 
In pre research, the researcher gave the students pre-test. In the pre-
test, some errors are found in the sentences. As an example, students wrote 
Did you played football last night? instead of Did you play football last 
night?. Student add –ed in the verb, while it is past tense. Student does not 
need to add –ed because the auxiliary verb has been in past form. This is 
called error in writing. To make a good interrogative sentence in past 
tense, the correct pattern is Did + S + V1 + O?  
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To make a good interrogative composition, students must be able 
to master grammar and apply the structure correctly, especially the 
grammar. Students still make errors because of their limited grammar rules 
understanding. Based on description above, the researcher conducted an 
investigation on error analysis on students’ constructing interrogative 
sentence. Based on the background above, the writer is intended to do a 
research about “Grammatical Error Analysis on Students’ Constructing 
Interrogative Sentence Found in The Third Semester of English 
Education Department Students at IAIN Surakarta in The Academic 
Year 2019/2020”. 
 
B. Identification of The Problem 
Based on the background of the study above, the researcher found 
some problems which are developed into the following statements: 
a. Students’ understanding of grammar mastery especially in constructing 
interrogative sentence is still low 
b. Students face difficulties in constructing interrogative sentece because 
of their lack of knowledge in understanding grammar 
c. Students made error in constructing interrogative sentence. 
 
C. Limitation of The Problem 
Based on the identification above, the researcher focused on 
analysis of students’ grammatical error in constructing interrogative 
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sentence at the third semester students of English Education Department at 
IAIN Surakarta. The researcher took a class that consists of thirty five 
students, namely PBI 3D. There are many kinds of error analysis. The 
error analysis focused on English tenses which is based on simple tenses, 
progressive tenses, perfect tenses, and perfect progressive tenses by Azar 
(2002). Those tenses are simple present, present progressive, simple past, 
past progressive, present perfect, present perfect progressive, past perfect, 
present perfect progressive, simple future, future progressive, future 
perfect, and future perfect progressive. The researcher conducts the 
analysis of students’ grammatical error based on Surface Strategy 
Taxonomy. 
 
D. Problem Statements 
From the identification of problem, the researcher formulates the problem 
as follows: 
1. What kind of grammatical errors do the students make in constructing 
interrogative sentence? 
2. What is the most common grammatical error made by students in 
constructing interrogative sentence? 
 
E. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the problem statement above, the objectives of the study are: 
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1. To know and describe kinds of grammatical errors made by students in 
constructing interrogative sentence 
2. To know and describe students’ error in constructing interrogative 
sentence 
 
F. Benefit of The Study 
The  result of the study is expected to be able to give some benefits 
both theoretically and practically: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
a. The study is expected to get some benefits to the reader and the 
researcher as follows. It will give the important knowledge 
about students’ error in constructing interrogative sentence. 
b. Hopefully this research can be able to be a reference to conduct 
a similar research and to be a theoretical development for 
teaching grammar especially in constructing interrogative 
sentence and increase their understanding in the use of tenses. 
2. Practical Benefits 
a. For the students 
The result of this research will give important knowledge 
about making interrogative sentence by knowing the error they 
committed, so they can know the types and spread of error and 
evaluate the errors by themselves. 
b. For the lecturer 
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The result of this research might be beneficial for the 
lecturer. It will give important information about students’ 
error. The lecturer can know the abilities of their students. The 
lecturers can also evaluate their teaching methods whether their 
teaching has been good enough or it does need improvement. 
c. For the researcher 
From this research, the researcher had a chance to find the 
problems that were related to the topic. By doing this research, 
the researcher had fulfilled one of the requirements to graduate 
from English Education Department at IAIN Surakarta. The 
researcher can also give a chance to the other researchers to 
research and develop further about students’ error. 
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Error 
Error is a sure sign that the learner has not mastered the code of the 
target language (Bell, 1981: 172). 
2. Error Analysis 
Error analysis is the study of students’ error which can be observed, 
analyzed, and classified to reveal something of the system operating 
within the learners (Brown, 1947:227). 
3. Interrogative Sentence 
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Interrogative sentence is usually used to get certain information and 
formally marked by the presence of question words (Khairah and 
Ridwan, 2015:228). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORIES 
A. Review on Error and Mistakes 
1. Definition of Errors 
Error is systematic, consistent deviancies, which characterize 
learners’ linguistic system at a given stage of learning. Error is a sure 
sign that the learner has not mastered the code of the target language 
(Bell, 1981: 172). In learning second language or target language 
process, the learner tends to create errors and mistakes. Error will 
appear when the learners do not know the language system and it is 
failure dealing with learner competence. Corder in Bell (1981:172) 
defines error as grammatically incorrect form, whereas mistakes as 
social inappropriate form. The learners will create error only in second 
language learning. Brown (1947:227) states that learner do make errors 
and that these errors can be observed, analyzed, and classified to reveal 
something of the system operating within the learner. 
From the theories above, it can be concluded that error happens 
when the deviations arise as a result of lack knowledge and cannot be 
corrected by the learner. In other words, errors are the result of 
students’ lack of knowledge of linguistic system in second language. 
2.  Definition of Mistakes 
Brown (1941:227) conveys that mistake refers to a 
performance error that is either a random guess or a "slip," in that it is 
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a failure to utilize a known system correctly. Native speakers normally 
capable of recognize  and correct such "lapses" or mistakes, which are 
not the outcome of a deficiency in competence but the outcome of 
some sort of temporary breakdown or imperfection in the process of 
producing speech. These hesitations, slips of the tongue, random 
ungrammaticalities, and other performance lapses in native-speaker 
production also happen in second language speech. Mistakes can be 
self-corrected when students paid more attention. 
According to James (1998:83) an error can not be self-
corrected, while mistakes can be self-corrected if the deviation is 
pointed out to the speaker.  Bell (1981:172) supports that both first and 
second language learner make mistakes-social gaffs of varying degrees 
of seriousness, but the native is far more likely to realize that his 
behavior has been judge to be socially unacceptable and is also far 
more likely to take steps to remedy the mistake than is the second 
language learner. It can be inferred that native can be able to correct 
their mistakes by them, while second language learner does not. 
3. Error Analysis 
In learning and using foreign language, one of the most inhibiting 
factors is the fear of making mistakes or errors. The making of errors is 
a sign that students have not yet mastered the rules of the language 
learned. Brown (1947:227) says that error analysis is the study of 
students error which can be observed, analyzed, and classified to 
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reveal something of the system operating within the learners. It implies 
that error analysis is useful for the teacher. 
 Error analysis will show teacher some problems confronting the 
students in learning language. It is advantages that error analysis may 
be tracked to the importance of students’ error. According to Johansen 
(1975:248), “An analysis of the learner’s error gives the teacher 
evidence of the learner’s competence in foreign language.” The teacher 
will also gain information concerning learner’s difficulties at different 
levels. 
In addition, it is necessary to discuss error analysis for teaching 
English as foreigngd language. English teachers should know error 
analysis because it becomes a useful key to understanding the process 
of foreign language acquisition. They should know how the target 
language is learnt or acquired and what the appropriate strategy 
employ students to master the target language. By conducting a 
systematic study of error, they may improve their teaching method and 
attempt to find some solutions to solve some problems faced by the 
students. 
From the definition above, it can be concluded that the error 
analysis is a methodology for investigating learners’ competence in 
acquiring a second language acquisition or a foreign language. It 
describes learners’ interlanguage and can be used to identify the 
possible mistakes or errors committed by the students. 
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4. Cause of Errors 
According to Brown (1941:232) there are four major sources of 
learners’ error, they are interlingual transfer, intralingual transfer, 
context learning, and communication strategy. 
a. Interlingual Transfer 
Beginnings of stages of learning a second language are 
characterized by a good deal of interlingual transfer. Mother 
tongue can influence students to make errors. Indonesian students 
often make errors in case of English sentence of singular and 
pluralism form. For example, Indonesian students may say “She 
buy a pencil” instead of saying “She buys a pencil”. This error is 
because of there is no change in Indonesia verb to conform it to 
either singular or plural. In this case, before the system of second 
language is familiar, the native language is oidy previous linguistic 
system upon which the learner can draw. 
b. Intralingual transfer 
In the case of intralingual transfer, intralingual errors are the 
result of faulty or partial learning of the targt language than 
language transfer. Brown (1941:225) conveys that once learners 
have begun to acquire parts of the new system, more and more 
intralingual transfer generalization within the target language is 
manifested. This, of course, logically follows from the tenets of 
learning theory. As learners progress in the second language, their 
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previous experience and their existing suh-sumers begin to include 
structures within the target language itself. 
c. Context of Learning 
Brown (2000:234) states that context here refers to the 
classroom with its teacher and its materials in the case of school 
learning or the social situation in the case of untutored second 
language learning. In classroom context, the teacher or textbook 
can lead the learner to make error because of a misleading 
explanation or faulty presentation of a structure or a word. 
Meanwhile, in the social context, untutored language acquisition 
can lead to certain dialect acquisition that may become the source 
of error. 
From the description above, it can be inferred that context of 
social situation (untutored second language learning) and 
classroom context (teacher and textbook) influence in learners’ 
language errors. 
d. Communication Strategy 
Communication strategy is defined and related to learning 
styles. Brown (1947:234) states that learners obviously use 
production strategies in order to enhance getting their messages 
across, but at times these techniques can themselves become a 
source of error. Richards (2002:89) also strengthens that 
communication strategy is the way used to express a meaning in 
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second or foreign language, by a learner who has a limited 
command. 
From the clarified explanation by expert above, the researcher 
draws a conclusion that four source of errors are underlying the 
problem in learning second or foreign language, those are, 
interlingual transfer, intralingual transfer, context learning, and 
communication strategy. These four sources of error are significant 
for the researcher to investigate why the second language learner 
yields errors. 
5. Classification of Errors 
Dulay (1982:146) reviews the literature in order to present the 
most useful and commonly used bases for the descriptive classification 
of errors. Four types of error classification are linguistic category 
which classify error according to linguistic components, surface 
strategy which highlight the way surface structures altered, 
comparative analysis which is based on the comparison between the 
structure of second language error and certain other types of 
construction, and communicative effect which deals with errors from 
the perspective of their effect on the listener or reader. As error 
categories mentioned above, the researcher processes the data analysis 
based on surface strategy taxonomy. 
In line with Dulay’s statement above, surface strategy 
taxonomy highlights the ways surface structures are altered. Learner 
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may omit necessary item, or add unnecessary items, they may misform 
items or misorder them. There are four types of error based on Surface 
Strategy Taxonomy. Those types are as follows: 
a. Omission 
The absence of an item that must appear in well-formed 
utterance or sentence characterizes the terminology of omission in 
the surface strategy taxonomy. 
For example : 
1. She _ studying Math now instead of She is studying Math 
now. 
2. It will _ fun instead of It will be fun. 
b. Addition 
The presence of an extra item which mustn't be present in a 
well formed utterance is characteristic for additions. Addition 
usually happens in the current stages of language acquisition or 
when the learner has acquired some rules of the target language. 
There are three types of addition errors: double marking, 
regularization, and simple addition. 
1. Double marking 
Failure in deleting certain items which are not required 
in some linguistic construction characterizes the double 
marking. 
For example: 
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a. Joni doesn’t wants to stay for a while instead of 
Joni doesn’t want to stay for a while. 
b. We didn’t went there instead of We didn’t go there. 
2. Regularization 
A rule typically applies to a class of linguistic items 
such as the class of main verbs or the class of noun. 
However in most languages, some members of class are 
execptions to the rule. 
For example: 
a. The verb put does not change into putted in the 
form of past tense. 
b. The noun of sheep doesn’t change into sheeps in 
case of plural form. 
3. Simple addition 
Simple addition refers to a kind of addition error which 
is different from both previous addition. It is called simple 
addition when the error is neither double marking nor 
regularization. 
For example: 
The birds doesn’t live in the water instead of The birds 
don’t live in the water 
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c. Misformation 
Misformation refers to the use of incorrect morpheme form 
or incorrect structure form. It also has three error types as in error 
addition. 
1. Regularization 
Errors that belong to this category are in which a 
regular marker is used in place of an irregular one and 
commonly in comprehension of grammar. But in this case, 
it can not be used to correlative conjunction. 
For example: 
a. Did David buyed a new book yesterday? instead of 
Did David buy a new book yesterday? 
b. Don’t you meeted him? instead of Don’t you meet 
him? 
2. Archi-Forms 
The selection of a member of a class of form to 
represent others in the class is common characteristic of all 
stage of second language acquisition. The form selected by 
the students called an “archi-form”. 
For example: 
a. Are this not books? instead of Are these not books? 
b. Is he an stupid boy? instead of Is he a stupid boy? 
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3. Alternating Forms 
In this category, as the learner’s vocabulary and 
grammar developing, learners have known the various 
member of a class. Nevertheless, they still have difficulties 
to select and use the member appropriately. 
For example: 
a. Do Hani buy book yesterday? instead of Did Hani 
buy book yesterday? 
b. I call he instead of I call him. 
d. Misordering 
Misordering refers to the use of incorrect placement of 
morphemes or a group of morphemes or word in a utterance. 
For example: 
1. I don’t know who is she? instead of I don’t know who she 
is? 
2. What you are doing? instead of What are you doing? 
 
6. Procedures of Error Analysis 
In doing error analysis, there are some procedures suggested by the 
experts. Corder in Ellis (1994:48) proposes the steps in analyzing error 
commited by the students as follows: 
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a. Collecting the sample of learner language 
This step is the decision of what samples of learners’ language to 
use for the analysis and how to collect the samples. 
b. Identifying the error 
A corpus of learners’ language has been collected, they have to be 
identified. It is also necessary to decide what constituent an error 
and what procedure established to recognize the error. 
c. Classifying the error 
A comparison of the learner’s idiosyncratic utterances with a 
reconstruction of those utterances in the target language has been 
involved. It needs attention to the surface properties of students’ 
utterances. 
d. Explaining the error 
It is concerned in establishing the source of the error i.e accounting 
for why it is made. 
e. Evaluating error 
Error evaluation involves a consideration of the effect that errors 
have on the person(s) addressed. It also involves assessing the 
seriousness of each error in order to take principled teaching 
decisions. 
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B. Review on Interrogative Sentence 
1. Basic of Sentence Pattern 
Constructing a sentence in language has its own rules. The 
rules consist of part of speech which have to be well-structured to 
clearly transferring message of the speech. Language learner, 
especially English learner, should know and realize how to construct 
words to be a sentence, the rules or the pattern to construct a sentence 
is called grammar. 
The term “grammar” refers to a set of rules operating in te 
mind of the native speakers of a language. It governs them to produce 
and interpret the sentences they use in their communication. According 
to Thornbury (1999:1) grammar is partly the study of what forms 
(structures) are possible in language. It describes the rules that govern 
how a language’s sentences are formed. In its wide sense grammar is 
conventionally seen as the study of syntax and morphology or both 
way words are formed in a particular order. Grammar communicate 
meanings of very precise kind. This is where grammar comes in. 
Grammar reveals the process for making speaker’s or writer’s meaning 
clear when contextual information is lacking. Meanwhile, Huddleston 
and Pullum (2005:1) states that grammar deals with the form of 
sentences and smaller unit: clauses, phrases, and words. The grammar 
of Standard English is much more stable and uniform than its 
pronunciation or word stock. Oxford Learner’s Dictionary (2008:193) 
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says that grammar is the rule forming words and making sentence.  
Another definition of grammar stated by Harmer (2007:32), “grammar 
is not just concerned with syntax, however, the way words are formed 
- and can change their form in order to express different meanings is 
also at the heart of grammatical knowledge. 
To deal with grammar, language learner also need to master 
tenses, which is closely related. English has many tenses to learn, each 
tense has different structure that differs to the others. Tense refers to a 
grammatical category which involves changing the form of the verb to 
reflect the location of an event in a time. Tense shows the time of the 
action or state being expressed by a verb (Shaw, 1986, p.110). Tense is 
a set of forms taken by a verb to indicate the time (and also the 
continuance or completeness). Rodney and Pullum (2005:44) defines 
that a tense system is a system associated with the verb where the basic 
contrasts in meaning have to do with the location in time of the 
situation, or the part of it under consideration. Lester (1967:129) also 
conveys that the conventional terminology for describing the tense of 
English breaks down verbs by time (present, past, future) and by 
category (simple, perfect, and progressive). 
Azar (:2) reviews the verb tenses thas has been divided the verb 
tenses into four, those tenses are simple tenses, progressive tenses, 
perfect tenses, and perfect progressive tenses. Each of the verb tenses 
has some tenses categories.  
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1. Simple tenses 
There are three tenses that belongs to simple tenses. The 
tenses are simple present which generally expresses events or 
situations that exist always, usually, habitually, they exist now, 
have existed in the past, and probably will exist in the future, 
simple past which is at one particular time, the events 
happened, it began and ended in the past, and simple future 
which is at one particular time, the events will happen. 
2. Progressive tenses 
The progressive tenses give the idea that an action is in 
progress during  a particular time. The tenses say that an action 
begins before, is in progress during, and continous after 
another time or action. There are three tenses that belongs to 
progressive tenses. The tenses are present progressive, past 
progressive, and future progressive. 
3. Perfect tenses 
The perfect tenses all give idea that one thing happens 
before another time or event. There are three tenses that 
belongs to perfect tenses, those tenses are present perfect, past 
perfect, and future perfect. 
4. Perfect progressive tenses 
The perfect progressive tenses give the idea that one event 
is in progress immediately before, up to, until another time or 
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event. The tenses are used to express the duration of the first 
event. There are three tenses that belongs to perfect progressive 
tenses, the tenses are present perfect progressive, past perfect 
progressive, and future perfect progressive. 
Based on the explanation above, it can be inferred that 
grammar deals with tenses which is important rules to construct a 
sentence in English. It is grammatical rule that indicates the action by a 
verb. It differs kinds of tenses by the verb. 
2. Interrogative Sentence 
Every language has ways of forming question. The way of forming 
question can be called interrogative sentence. Chaer (2006:350) 
defines that interrogative sentence is a sentence that requires and 
expects reaction or an answer of admission, explanation, reason, or 
opinion from the listener or reader. Another definition stated by 
Khairah and Ridwan (2015:228), interrogative sentence is usually used 
to get some specific information. This sentence is formally marked by 
the presence of question words such as what, who, when, why, and 
how. In all language, especially in English has two fundamentally 
different types of question. Lester (1976:215) states that there are two 
types of question here are yes-no question and information question. 
Yes-no question ask for yes or no answer. Information question, on the 
other hand, ask for specification information and cannot be answered 
by with a simple yes or no.  
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Another definiton stated by Azar (2002), two types of questions are 
two, those are a yes/no question and an information question. A yes/no 
question is a question that may be answered by yes or no, while an 
information question is a question that asks for information by using a 
question word. Huddleston and Pullum (2005:160) also supported 
these two types of question in the other terms, called open and closed 
interrogatives. A closed interrogative is one with a closed set of 
answer, someone only could answer with yes or no answer, while open 
interrogative, by a contrast, is one with open-ended set of answer. 
Here are some examples distinguishing yes-no and information 
question: 
Table 2.1. Examples Yes-No and Information Question 
Yes-no Question Information Question 
Is there a staff meeting today? When is the staff meeting? 
Are you the teacher? Where is the teacher? 
Can I go? Where are you going? 
Could you open the door? How could you open the door? 
  
Obviously, the answer for yes-no questions only anticipate an 
answer of yes or no, while information question requires a specific piece 
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of information. A mere yeas or no to the question, “When is the staff 
meeting?” would be inadequate and inappropriate. 
Lester (1976:226) defines that it is called information questions 
because it begins with interrogative pronoun that ask for specific kinds of 
information. It is arranged by the part of speech that the interrogative 
pronoun plays. Those are question beginning with interrogative adverb, 
question beginning with interrogative pronoun, and question beginning 
with interrogative adjective. Below is a list of the main single word 
interrogative pronoun arranged by part of speech that the interrogative 
pronoun plays: 
Table. 2.2 Question word by Interrogative Pronoun  
Pronoun Part of Speech Example 
Who, Whom Noun phrase Who is she? 
Whom did you want to see? 
What, Which Noun phrase What will you do? 
Which did you pick? 
Whose, Which Possesive Whose car is that? 
Which bag do you want? 
Why Adverb of reason Why do you cry? 
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When Adverb of time When will you go? 
Where Adverb of place Where is your bag? 
How Adverb of manner How did you go to the 
school? 
 
In line with the Lester’s definition of information questions by its 
interrogative pronoun, obviously, there is something special that happen 
when interrogative pronoun play the role of the subject. Who is specialized 
because it is interrogative pronoun which plays as the subject. For 
instance, it is incorrect to say “Who did report the accident?” instead of 
“Who reported the accident?”. Learner does not need to put the auxiliary 
did because learner want to know the person who reports the accident. 
Here, who plays as the interrogative pronoun that plays the role of subject. 
Interrogative sentences provide unique opportunities for teachers 
and students to be involved in a productive dialogue. Teachers try to 
understand the role of interrogative sentence since it is not only the 
practical skill, but it is also one of the tools for communication. During the 
teaching and learning process takes place in the classroom, the teacher 
would use interrogative sentence to communicatively change thoughts and 
ideas with the students. Similarly, teacher can communicate with the 
students if their questions are understandable and appropriate in form. 
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3. Procedures of Constructing Interrogative Sentence 
1. Simple Present 
Azar (2002:11) defines that the simple present says that 
something was true in the past, is true in the present, and will 
be true in the future. It is used for general statements of fact. 
The simple present is used to express habitual or everyday 
activity. 
Table 2.3. Positive Interrogative in Simple Present 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Do/Does + S + V1 + O? 
WH + do/does + S + V1 + 
O? 
Do you want a coffee? 
Why do you want to go to 
London? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who reports the news? 
Nomina 
Is/am/are + S + N/Adj? 
WH + is/am/are + S + 
N/Adj? 
Is she the teacher? Why is she sad? 
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Table 2.4. Negative Interrogative in Simple Present 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Do/Does + not + S + 
V1 + O? 
WH + do/does + not + S + 
V1 + O? 
Do not you want a 
coffee? 
Why do not you go now? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who does not attend 
the party? 
Nomina 
Is/am/are + S + N/Adj? 
WH + is/am/are + not + S 
+ N/Adj? 
Is not she the teacher? Why is not she the 
lecturer? 
 
2. Present Progressive 
Azar (2002:11) defines that the present progressive 
expresses an activity that is in progress at the moment of 
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speaking. It began in the recent past, is continuing at present, 
and will probably end at some point in the future. 
Table 2.5. Positive Interrogative in Present Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Is/Am/Are + S + V-ing? 
WH + is/am/are + S + V-
ing? 
Are you crying? 
What are you doing? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who is reporting the 
news? 
 
Table 2.6. Negative Interrogative in Present Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Is/Am/Are + not + S + 
V-ing? 
WH + is/am/are + S + V-
ing? 
Is not she studying? Why is not she studying? 
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*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who is not attending 
the class? 
 
3. Simple Past 
Azar (2002:24) defines that simple past indcates that an 
activity or situaation began and ended at a particular time in the 
past. 
Table 2.7. Positive Interrogative in Simple Past 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Did + S + V1 + O? WH + did + S + V1 + O? 
Did you want a coffee? 
Why did you want to go to 
London? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who reported the 
news? 
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Nomina 
Was/were + S + N/Adj? 
WH + was/were + S + 
N/Adj? 
Was she the teacher? Why were you here? 
 
Table 2.8. Negative Interrogative in Simple Past 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Did + not + S + V1 + 
O? 
WH + did + not + S + V1 
+ O? 
Did not she have the 
book? 
Why did not you come to 
the party last night? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who did not come to 
the party last night? 
Nomina 
Was/were + S + N/Adj? 
WH + was/were + S + 
N/Adj? 
Was  not she the 
teacher? 
Why were not you there? 
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4. Past Progressive 
Azar (2002:24) defines that past progressive occured at the 
same time, but one action began earlier and was in progress 
when the other action occured. Sometimes it is used in both 
parts of a sentence when two actions are in progress 
simultaneously. 
Table 2.9. Positive Interrogative in Past Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Was/Were + S + V-ing? 
WH + was/were + S + V-
ing? 
Were you crying? 
What were you doing? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who were  reporting 
the news? 
 
Table 2.10. Negative Interrogative in Past Progressive 
 Pattern 
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Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Was/Were + not + S + 
V-ing? 
WH + was/were + S + V-
ing? 
Was not she studying? 
Why was not she 
studying? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who were not 
attending the class? 
 
5. Present Perfect 
Azar (2002: 29) defines that present perfect expresses the 
idea that something happened (or never happened) before now, 
at an unspecified time in the past. The exact time it happened is 
not important.  
Table 2.11. Positive Interrogative in Present Perfect 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal Has/Have + S + V3 + WH + has/have + S + V3 
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O? + O? 
Have you visited 
England? 
Where have you taken the 
book? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who has  reported the 
news? 
Nomina 
Has/Have + S + been + 
N/Adj? 
WH + have + S + been + 
N/Adj? 
Have you been here for 
so long? 
How long have you been 
here? 
 
Table 2.12. Negative Interrogative in Present Perfect 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Has/Have + not + S + 
V3 + O? 
WH + has/have + not + S 
+ V3 + O? 
Have not you done your 
homework? 
What has not she taken in 
the library? 
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*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who has not  reported 
the news? 
Nomina 
Has/Have + S + been + 
N/Adj? 
WH + have + not + S + 
been + N/Adj? 
Have not you been here 
for so long? 
Whose books have not  
been here? 
 
 
 
6. Present Perfect Progressive 
Azar (2002:36) defines that present perfect progressive is 
used to indicate the duration of an activity that began in the 
past and continues to the present. 
Table 2.13. Positive Interrogative in Present Perfect 
Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 Has/Have + S + been + WH + has/have + S + been 
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V-ing? + V-ing? 
Have you been trying to 
sing? 
Where have you been 
singing? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who has been 
reporting the news? 
 
Table 2.14. Negative Interrogative in Present Perfect 
Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Has/Have + not + S + 
been + V-ing? 
WH + has/have + not + S 
+ been + V-ing? 
Have not you been 
finishing your 
homework? 
When have not you been 
moving on? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who has not been 
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reporting the news? 
 
7. Past Perfect 
Azar (2002:39) defines that the past perfect expresses n 
activity that was completed before another activity or time in 
the past. 
Table 2.15. Positive Interrogative in Past Perfect 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Had+ S + V3 + O? WH + had + S + V3 + O? 
Had you visited 
England? 
Where had you taken the 
book? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who has  reported the 
news? 
Nominal 
Had + S + been + 
N/Adj? 
WH + had + S + been + 
N/Adj? 
Had you been here for How long had you been 
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so long? here? 
 
Table 2.16. Negative Interrogative in Past Perfect 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Had + not + S + V3 + 
O? 
WH + had + not + S + V3 
+ O? 
Had not you done your 
homework? 
What had not she taken in 
the library? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who has not  reported 
the news? 
Nominal 
Had + S + been + 
N/Adj? 
WH + had + not + S + 
been + N/Adj? 
Had not you been here 
for so long? 
Whose books had not  
been here? 
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8. Past Perfect Progressive 
Azar (2002:39) defines that the past perfect progressive 
emphasize the duration of an activity that was in progress 
before another activity or time in the past. 
Table 2.17. Positive Interrogative in Past Perfect 
Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Had + S + been + V-
ing? 
WH + had + S + been + V-
ing? 
Had you been trying to 
sing? 
Where had you been 
singing? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who had been 
reporting the news? 
 
Table 2.18. Negative Interrogative in Past Perfect 
Progressive 
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 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Had + not + S + been + 
V-ing? 
WH + had + not + S + 
been + V-ing? 
Had not you been 
finishing your 
homework? 
When had not you been 
moving on? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who had not been 
reporting the news? 
 
9. Simple Future 
Azar (2002:) defines that the simple future is characterized 
by the presence of will. Will is used to express future time. 
Table 2.19. Positive Interrogative in Simple Future 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Will/shall + S + V1 + 
O? 
WH + will/shall + S + V1 
+ O? 
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Will you go to my 
party? 
Where will you go for this 
holiday? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will report the 
news? 
Nominal 
Will/shall + S + be + 
N/Adj? 
WH + will/shall + S + be + 
N/Adj? 
Will I be rich? When will you be there? 
 
Table 2.20. Negative Interrogative in Simple Future 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Will/shall + not + S + 
V1 + O? 
WH + will/shall + not + S 
+ V1 + O? 
Will you go to my 
party? 
Why will not you go for 
this holiday? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
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Ex: Who will not  report 
the homework? 
Nomina 
Will/shall + not + S + 
be + N/Adj? 
WH + will/shall + S + be + 
N/Adj? 
Will not I be rich? When will not you be late? 
 
10. Future Progressive 
Azar (2002:51) defines that the future progressive 
expresses an activity that will be in progress at a time in the 
future. 
 
Table 2.21. Positive Interrogative in Future Progressive  
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Will + S + be + V-ing? WH + will + S + be + V-
ing? 
Will they be studying 
tonight? 
Where will they be 
studying tonight?  
*unless who which plays 
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the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will be studying 
toninght? 
 
Table 2.22. Negative Interrogative in Future Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 
Would/Should + not + 
S + V1 + O? 
WH + would/should+ not 
+ S + V1 + O? 
Would not you take 
your book? 
Why would not you go for 
this holiday? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will not  report 
the homework? 
 
11. Future Perfect 
Azar (2002:53) defines that the future perfect expresses an 
activity that will be completed before another time or event in 
the future. 
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Table 2.23. Positive Interrogative in Future Perfect 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Will + S + have + V3 + 
O? 
WH + will + S + have + 
V3 + O? 
Will they have finished 
their homework? 
Where will they have 
finished their homework? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will have finished 
their homeworks? 
Nomina 
Will + S + have + been 
+ N/Adj? 
WH + will + S + have + 
been + N/Adj? 
Will I have been in 
London? 
When will you have been 
in London? 
 
 
Table 2.24. Negative Interrogative in Future Perfect 
 Pattern 
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Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verba 
Will + not + S + have + 
V3? 
WH + will + not + S + 
have  + V3? 
Will not you have 
finished your 
homework? 
Why will not you go for 
this holiday? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will not have 
finished your homework? 
Nomina 
Will/shall + not + S + 
be + N/Adj? 
WH + will/shall + S + be + 
N/Adj? 
Will not I have  been 
rich? 
When will not you have 
been late? 
 
12. Future Perfect Progressive 
Azar (2002:53) defines that the future perfect progressive 
emphasizes the duration of an activity that will be in progress 
before another time or event in the future. 
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Table 2.25. Positive Interrogative in Future Perfect 
Progressive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
Verbal 
Will + S + have + been 
+ V-ing? 
WH + will + S + have + 
been + V-ing? 
Will she have been 
singing? 
Where will she have been 
singing? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will have been 
finishing their 
homeworks? 
 
Table 2.26. Negative Interrogative in Future Perfect 
Progresive 
 Pattern 
Closed Interrogative Open Interrogative 
 Will + not + S + have + WH + will + not + S + 
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been + V-ing? have + been + V-ing? 
Will not you have been 
visiting your 
grandmother? 
Why will not you have 
been visiting your 
grandmother for this 
holiday? 
*unless who which plays 
the role of subject. 
Ex: Who will have been  
reporting  the news? 
 
C. Previous Study 
There are some previous researches to provide the originality of the 
research: the first research was conducted by Eko Wahyudi (2012) entitled 
A grammatical Error analysis in students’ reported speech (The Case of 
the Eleventh Grade students of SMAN Gondangrejo in 2010/2011 
Academic Year). His research focused on grammatical error in reported 
speech. The result of the research focused on the writing error of students 
SMAN Gondangrejo. His research findings found that there were five 
errors classification, those are addition, ommision, misorder, 
misformation, and error combination. Another findings were two sources 
of error, those are interlingual and intralingual error. 
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The second research was conducted by Deti Naria (2017) entitled 
An Error Analysis in Transforming Declarative into Interrogative 
Sentences at The Second Semester of The Eight Grade Students of MTsN 1 
Tanggamus in the Academic Year of 2016/2017. Her research focused on 
what types of error committed by the students. Her research findings found 
that there were four kinds of errors commited by the students. There were 
161 items of omission error, 367 items of addition error, 165 items of 
misformation error, and 350 items of misodering error. 
The third research was conducted by Dr. Mohammed Subakir 
Mohammed Hussein Fahim Abdalhussein, an international journal of 
education and research entitled Grammtical Error Analysis of Iraqi 
Postgraduate Students’ Academic Writing: The Case of Iraqi Students in 
UKM. His research aimed to investigate the grammatical errors commited 
by Irage students and find out the error sources generated. The research 
found that there were 22.1% of the total errors. Most of these errors 
generated are caused by the effect of grammatical and linguistic system of 
participants’ mother language on their written production of the target 
language (interlingual source). 
In this research, the researcher tries to conduct a research entitled 
Error Analysis on Students’ Constructing Interrogative Sentence at The 
Second Semester of English Education Department at IAIN Surakart in 
The Academic Year 2019/2020. In this research, the researcher concerns 
on students’ writing error in grammar. The result of his research focused 
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on the students’ grammatical error in constructing interrogative sentence, 
and its frequency in each types. 
Although the three previous researches had the same field with the 
present research, but it has difference among the previous research. The 
first research focused on students’ error writing in reported speech, the 
second focused on students’ error in transferring from declarative into 
interrogative, and the third research focused on students’ grammatical 
error in academic writing and its error sources, while the present research 
focused on students’ grammatical error in constructing interrogative 
sentence. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
This research was descriptive qualitative. The goal of this research 
is to know and describe whether the students made errors in constructing 
interrogative or not. Bogdan and Taylor in Setiyadi (2006:192) state that 
qualitative research produces descriptive data in form of written words or 
oral, from the subject and this behaviour that can be observed. Therefore 
the goal is individual understanding. In qualitative research, the data can 
be collected in the form of descriptive data such as personal documents, 
field notes, the action of respondents, and documents. By qualitative 
research, the researcher focused the research on analyzing the students’ 
error in constructing interrogative sentence at the third semester students 
of English Education Department at IAIN Surakarta. 
The researcher observed the errors made by the students, then 
identified the errors and finally classified the error based on Surface 
Strategy Taxonomy. 
B. Research Setting 
1. Setting of Place 
In doing the research, the data will be taken must be in restricted 
area. It aims to make the research easy to do and does not take long 
time. The area also must have quality because it will be used  as a 
place to get the valid data. The researcher conducted  the research in 
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third semester students of English Education Department at IAIN 
Surakarta. The researcher conducted the research in PBI 3D class. As 
the researcher consulted to the grammar lecturer in the second 
semester, PBI 3D had the lowest score of grammar. 
2. Setting of Time 
The researcher conducted  the research in third semester students 
of English Education Department at IAIN Surakarta. This research will 
be conducted in the academic year of 2019/2020. 
Table 3.1 Research Schedule 
No Activity 
Month 
May September October December 
1 Drafting Proposal √    
2 Data Collection  √   
3 Data Analysis   √  
4 Reporting     √ 
 
C. Data and Data Sources 
The data of the research was students’ errors available in students’ 
statement. The sources of the data was collected from the third semester 
students of IAIN Surakarta. The researcher wants to analyze the errors 
commited by students and its frequency. He collected the data by testing 
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the students to construct interrogative sentence from a given test. Students’ 
writing is the document for the research. Therefore, the data of the 
research includes in qualitative data.  
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
Data collecting technique is the first main step, because the main 
purpose of the research is to get the data. The reseacher used document to 
collect the data. The researcher documented the data by testing the 
students to construct interrogative sentence. Sugiyono (2015:329) states 
that document can be both in the form of personal such as picture, personal 
diaries, and personal letter and in the formal form such as examination 
score, result of the report, and official letter. In this research, the 
researcher asked the students to construct interrogative sentence based on 
the fourty eight item tests provided. 
The instruction in doing the documentation follows the steps: the 
researcher gave fourty eight item tests to the students, and then the 
students should construct the interrogative sentence. They were given 
thirty minutes to do the test. After the researcher got the data, the 
researcher analyzed the students error by using Surface Strategy 
Taxonomy. 
E. Research Instrument 
In doing research, an instrument must be set up. An instrument is a 
device to collect the data. Sugiyono (2015:305) states that the researcher is 
the key instrument. The researcher must understand qualitative research 
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metodhology and the procedures. The researcher as the human instrument 
can decide the focus of the research, choose the subject, collect the data, 
analyze the data and make a conclusion of his findings. . 
F. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Corder in Ellis (1994:48) states that there are five steps to analyze 
the data containing students’ error. It consists of collecting the data, 
identifying errors, classifying, explaining, and evaluating. Data analysis 
was conducted to reveal understanding of the data and enable the 
researcher to present the result of the research to the readers. After 
collecting the document, the researcher used the following steps as the part 
of data analysis: 
1. The researcher collected the data from students 
2. The researcher identified the students errors 
3. The researcher classified the students error based on surface 
Strategy Taxonomy. There are four kinds of error based on Surface 
Strategy Taxonomy. Those errors are omission, addition, 
misformation, and misordering. 
4. The researcher explained the students error 
5. The researcher calculated the percentage of each error 
To count the percentage of error, the researcher used the following 
formula: 
P = 


 x 100% 
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Explanation: 
 P = Percentage of error 
 f = Total number of errors 
 n = Total number of item test 
G. Trusthworthiness of The Data 
Qualitative research should reveal the objective truth. It is very 
important to get the validity of the data. Validity means something that 
makes the researcher and steady about the conclusion of the research. To 
increase the validity of the data, there are some strategies that used to 
improve the validity of the data (Creswell, 2009). 
1. Triangulation of mutiple data resources 
It involves on checking wether the researchers’ interpretation 
of the process and interactions in the setting is valid. The 
researcher collect the multiple sources of the data to ensure that 
they had a broad representation of the place and person studied. 
These different information should be compared through 
triangulation. 
2. Member check 
The researcher brings the descriptions or the specific themes to 
the participant to check wether the description is accurately 
accepted. 
3. Rich and thick description 
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All description of detailed settings may provide the validity of 
the research. 
4. Clarifying bias 
Reflectivity through the bias appeared. 
5. Negative case analysis 
When the negative instences are identified, the researcher 
should revise the hypothesis or provide an explanation why it 
does not fit. 
6. Prolonged time 
The researcher spend enough time in the setting and take part 
in meaningful interactions with the participants. 
7. Peer Debriefing 
A collegue who reviews and discusses the field note. 
8. External Auditor 
In an external audit, an independent researcher examines all of 
the data collected in a study in order to asses the appropriate 
theme to the data, the bias has been controlled, and transcript 
accuration. 
In this research, the researcher used external auditor as the 
technique to validate the data. The data findings were reviewed and 
discussed with the English lecturer of IAIN Surakarta, Mr. Puput Arianto, 
M.Pd. The lecturer reviewed and rechecked the data which have been 
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analyzed by the researcher. Then, if the data was validated by the English 
lecturer, the findings were described and discussed in the research report. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Research Findings 
The main instrument of the research is documenting. The data 
gained from the students in constructing interrogative sentences. In 
collecting the data, the researcher had chosen thirty three students who 
came from one class at the third semester students in English Education 
Department at IAIN Surakarta to complete the data. The data were 
analyzed based on Surface Strategy Taxonomy. 
The number of the students were 34 students, but the subject of the 
research were 33 students, because a student was absent when the data 
documentation was administered. The documentation guideline was 
having checked the students’ result of constructing interrogative sentence. 
It was found that there were kinds of errors, those errors are omission, 
addition, misformation, and misorderig. There were 285 items of omission  
error, 41 items of addition error, 77 items of misformation error, and 263 
items of misordering error. The total error were 666 from 1632 items of 
students’ sentences. 
Below are presented several examples of apparent errors found in 
the students’ document in constructing interrogative sentences. 
1. Omission error 
Omission error is characterized by the absence of an item that 
must appear in well-formed utterance. In constructing interrogative 
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sentences in this research, the researcher found 285 items of omission 
errors. The following data are presented the samples of errors 
commited by the students: 
a. Declarative: He opened the door with a key (sentence number 
9 in verbal positive in simple past tense) 
183221140’s answer: How he open the door? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is opening the door with a key. The student 
made error by omitting the subject in the sentence. The word 
‘he’ is omitted by the student. The word ‘he’ here is the subject 
in the sentence, the correct sentence is: How did he open the 
door? 
b. Declarative: Misty will not come to my party tonight (sentence 
number 25 in verba negative in simple future tense). 
183221146’s sentence: Who not come to my party tonight? 
 In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
student made error. The word ‘will’ is omitted by the student. 
‘Will’ is a marker of simple future tense. The correct sentence 
is: Who will not come to my party tonight? 
c. Declarative: Marie is not happy (sentence number 15 in 
nomina negative in simple present tense). 
183221159’s sentence: Is Marie happy? 
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 In this sentence, the question is closed interrogative. The word 
‘not’ is omitted by the student. This question should be 
constructed in closed interrogative, although the student knew 
it is open interrogative but the student still does not pay 
attention that the sentence is in negative form. The correct 
sentence is: Is not Marie happy? 
d. Declarative: Kenta had been having dinner (sentence number 
30 in nomina postive in past perfect progressive tense). 
183221160’s sentence: Has Kenta having dinner?  
In this sentence, the item test was in closed interrogative. The 
word ‘been’ is omitted by the student. The student fails to put 
‘been’ and replace ‘Had’ to ‘Has’ while it is past perfect 
progressive. The correct sentence is: Had Kenta been having 
dinner? 
e. Declarative: Misbah has taken the book from library (sentence 
number 17 in verba postice in present perfect) 
183221153’s sentence: Where Misbah taken the book?  
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative form. 
The point of the answer is the library. The student commited an 
error. The auxiliary verb ‘has’ is omitted. In present perfect 
tense, verba sentence is characterized by the presence of 
‘has/have+V3’. But in the student’s sentence there is no has, he 
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only put the word taken as the V3. The correct sentence is: 
Where Misbah has taken the book? 
f. Declarative: Rina and Cika were doing a research (sentence 
number 13 in verba positive in past progressive) 
183221152’s sentence: What they doing?  
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative form. 
The main answer of this sentence is a research. The word 
‘were’ is omitted by the student. the student does not know the 
sentence pattern in past progressive. The correct answer is: 
What were they doing? 
2. Addition error 
Addition error is characterized by the presence of an extra item 
which must not be present in a well formed utterance. In constructing 
interrogative sentences in this research, the researcher found 41 items 
of addition errors. The kind of addition error found in this research are 
double marking and simple addition. The following data are presented 
the samples of errors commited by the students: 
a. Declarative: Salma buys some pencils in the stationary 
(sentence number 1 in verba positive in present tense) 
183221123’s sentence: Where does Salma buys the pencils? 
In this sentence, the item tes was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is in the stationary. The student failed to 
delete the suffix ‘s’ in the verb ‘buy’ while she had put ‘does’ 
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before the subject. The interrogative sentence in present tense 
already has auxiliary ‘do/does’ to mark that it is present form. 
The correct answer is: Where does Salma buy some pencils? 
b. Declarative: The prices were expensive in Nowela’s store 
(sentence number 12 in nomina positive in simple past) 
183221132’s sentence: Were the prices is expensive in 
Nowela’s store? 
In this sentence, the point of the answer is yes or no (closed 
interrogative). The student made double marking error by 
putting ‘were’ and ‘is’ in the sentence. In standard English, ‘is’ 
is used for singular nomina sentence in present tense, while 
‘were’ is for plural nomina in past tense. The item test was 
asking the student to construct the interrogative form in past 
tense because ‘the prices’ is in plural form. The correct answer 
is: Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store? 
c. Declarative: Burhan did not study on Sunday, he studied on 
Monday (sentence number 11 in verba negative in past tense) 
183221137’s sentence: When Burhan he did not study on 
Monday? 
In this sentence, the item test was open interrogative point of 
the answer is the day Burhan did not study (on Sunday). The 
student made error by adding two words which has the same 
word class. She used the subject ‘Burhan’ and followed by the 
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pronoun ‘he’. She does not need to put ‘he’ in the sentence 
because he already has put ‘Burhan’ as the subject. This error 
is called double marking. The correct answer is: When did not 
Burhan study? 
d. Declarative: Arie, Beta, and Rudi do not come to the party 
(sentence number 3 in verba negative in present tense) 
183221150’s sentence: Who are don’t come to the party? 
In this sentence, the item test was open interrogative. The point 
of the answer is Arie, Beta, and Rudi. The student made double 
marking error because she put two words which has the same 
tense, but has different use. She put ‘are’ which is for plural 
nomina in present tense, and ‘do not’ which is for plural subject 
in verba present tense, and she failed to delete one of them. this 
error indicates that the student does not know the simple 
present tense pattern and does not understand english grammar 
well. The correct answer is: Who do not come to the party? 
e. Declarative: Arie, Beta, and Rudi do not come to the party 
(sentence number 3 in verba negative in present tense) 
183221134’s sentence: Who’s people will not come to my 
party? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is Arie, Beta, and Rudi. The student made 
error by adding a word that should not be put in well-formed 
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utterance. This error is called simple addition. She added the 
word ‘people’ in the sentence, while this item test was asking 
about the people who do not come to the party. She does not 
need to add ‘people’ because the interrogative sentence has 
been begun by the interrogative pronoun ‘who’ which the 
answer refers to Arie, Beta, and Rudi. The correct answer is: 
Who do not come to the party? 
f. Declarative: Jessie had visited countries such Canada, 
America, and Europes (sentence number 4 verba positive in 
past perfect tense) 
183221151’s sentence: What does countries Jessie had visited? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is the countries. The student made error 
because she added the auxiliary verb for present tense ‘does’ 
while the item test is in past perfect tense. He already put 
‘has+V3’ but failed to delete the word ‘does’ in the sentence. 
This error is called simple addition. The correct answer is: 
What countries had Jessie visited? 
3. Misformation error 
Misformation refers to the use of incorrect morpheme form or 
incorrect structure form. In constructing interrogative sentences in this 
research, the researcher found 77 items of misformation errors. The 
kind of misformation error found in this research are archi-forms and 
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alternating forms. The following data are presented the samples of 
errors commited by the students: 
a. Declarative: Yolanda is an English teacher (sentence number 
41 in nomina positive in simple present) 
183221129’s sentence: Is Yolanda a english teacher? 
In this sentence, the point of the answer is yes or no (closed 
interrogative). The student made error by selecting inapproriate 
article to the sentence. In the sentence, english teacher is 
singular form in which the word ‘english’ begins with vocal 
vowel ‘e’, so the article should be ‘an’. This error is called 
misformation due to failure to select the article. The correct 
answer is: Is Yolanda an English teacher? 
b. Declarative: The prices were expensive in Nowela’s store 
(sentence number 12 in nomina positive in simple past) 
183221154’s sentence: Was the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
In this sentence, the point of the answer is yes or no (closed 
interrogative). The student made error in selecting 
inappropriate predicate (to be) in past tense for singular noun, 
while the noun is plural. She selected ‘was’ instead of ‘were’. 
This error is called misformation. This is indicated that the 
student does not understand grammar. The correct answer is: 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?  
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c. Declarative: Paula will be studying (sentence number 1 in 
verba positive in future progressive) 
183221144’s sentence: Who will be study? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is Paula. The student made misformation 
error in the sentence. She used inappropriate verb ‘study’ to 
represent ‘studying’ while the item test was in future 
progressive form. In english, the interrogative pattern in future 
progressive is characterized by ‘will be’ followed by ‘Ving’. 
But, in the sentence, she still writes ‘will be’ followed by ‘V1’. 
It is indicated that she does not know grammar rules. The 
correct answer is: Who will be studying? 
d. Declarative: Misbah has taken the book from the library 
(sentence number 17 in verba positive in present perfect) 
183221157’s sentence: Where from Misbah take the book? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is the library. The student made error in the 
sentence because she used V1 ‘take’ to represent V3 ‘taken’. In 
this item test, the tense is present perfect. The present perfect 
pattern is characterized by ‘has/have+V3’. But, the student still 
used V1 This indicates that the student still does not know and 
understand the grammar well. The correct answer is: Where has 
Misbah taken the book? 
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e. Declarative: He opened the door with a key (sentence number 
9 in verba positive in simple past tense) 
183221160’s sentence: How does he open the door? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is with a key. The student made error by 
using the inappropriate auxiliary verb ‘does’ instead of ‘did’. 
The item test was in past form. But the student put ‘does’ 
which characterizes present form. It is inappropriate selection 
of auxiliary verb. This error is called alternating form. This is 
indicated that he does not know grammar and not undestand it. 
The correct answer is: How did he open the door? 
4. Misordering error 
Misordering refers to the use of incorrect placement of 
morphemes or a group of morphemes or word in a utterance. In 
constructing interrogative sentences in this research, the researcher 
found 263 items of misordering errors. The kind of misordering error 
found in this research are double marking and simple addition. The 
following data are presented the samples of errors commited by the 
students: 
a. Declarative: The students have not been finishing their tasks 
because they are lazy (sentence number 23 in verba negative in 
present perfect progressive) 
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I183221151’s sentence: Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is because the students are lazy. The 
student misordered the auxiliary verb ‘have not’ and the subject 
‘the students’. He put the subject first before the auxiliary verb. 
In constructing english interrogative, the auxiliary verb should 
be before the subject, and after the question word. The pattern 
is ‘Wh+have (not)+S+been+Ving?’. The correct answer is: 
Why have not the students been finishing their tasks? 
b. Declarative: Rina and Cika were doing a research (sentence 
number 13 in verba positive in past progressive) 
183221143’s sentence: What Rina and Cika doing? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is a research. The student misordered to be 
‘were’ and the subject ‘Rina and Cika’. He put the subject first 
before ‘to be’. In constructing english interrogative, the 
predicate ‘to be’ should be before the subject, and after the 
question word. The pattern is ‘Wh+were+S+Ving?’. The 
correct answer is: What were Rina and Cika doing? 
c. Declarative: We will go to Hawaii by plane for this holiday 
(sentence number 33 in verba positive in simple future) 
183221136’s sentence: How we will go to Hawaii? 
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In this sentence, the point of the answer is going to Hawaii by 
plane. The student made misordering error. He misordered the 
helping verb ‘will’ and the subject ‘we’. In constructing english 
interrogative, the predicate ‘to be’ should be before the subject, 
and after the question word. The pattern is ‘Wh+will+S+V1?’. 
The correct answer is: How will we go to Hawaii? 
d. Declarative: Ben will have done his painting in the class  
(sentence number 10 in verba negative in future perfect) 
183221156’s sentence: Where Ben will have done his painting? 
In this sentence, the item test was in open interrogative. The 
point of the answer is the class. The student misordered the 
helping verb ‘will’ and the subject ‘Ben’. He put the subject 
first before the helping verb. In constructing english 
interrogative, the helping verb should be before the subject, and 
after the question word. The pattern is 
‘Wh+will+S+have+V3?’. The correct answer is: Where will 
Ben have done his painting? 
e. Declarative: He was happy (sentence number 34 in nomina 
positive in simple past) 
183221148’s sentence: What he was happy? 
In this sentence, the question is closed interrogative (yes or no). 
The student misordered the subject ‘he’ and predicate to be 
‘was’. He should put the predicate to be ‘was’ before the 
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subject. This error is called misorder because he put incorrect 
placement of an item. It is indicated that the student still does 
not know grammar rules. The correct answer is: Was he happy? 
After analyzing the data, the researcher presents some errors found 
in the students’ document. There are many error committed by the 
students. To know more the distribution of each error and its frequency, 
the researcher has made table to show the error distribution below: 
Table. 4.1. Error Distribution in Constructing Interrogative 
Sentences. 
No Sample 
Kind of Error Total 
Error Om Ad Ms Mo 
1 183221123 5 1 8 19 33 
2 183221126 22 - 3 4 29 
3 183221128 11 - 12 11 37 
4 183221129 11 - 1 6 21 
5 183221130 15 1 9 7 32 
6 183221131 2 1 1 1 5 
7 183221132 7 3 - 5 22 
8 183221134 11 8 11 10 40 
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9 183221135 14 - 7 9 30 
10 183221136 17 - 4 9 30 
11 183221137 22 2 11 10 45 
12 183221138 23 - 10 6 39 
13 183221139 11 3 13 10 37 
14 183221140 24 - 8 10 42 
15 183221142 28 3 16 3 50 
16 183221143 17 - 12 12 41 
17 183221144 10 - 15 16 41 
18 183221145 29 3 9 3 44 
19 183221146 37 6 13 3 59 
20 183221148 9 8 18 17 52 
21 183221149 13 - 3 5 21 
22 183221150 12 9 2 9 32 
23 183221151 4 6 9 8 27 
24 183221152 22 4 21 7 54 
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25 183221153 21 1 18 4 44 
26 183221154 25 - 4 13 34 
27 183221155 8 6 4 1 5 
28 183221156 11 - 6 17 24 
29 183221157 17 5 13 7 19 
30 183221158 12 2 4 13 27 
31 183221159 14 2 11 14 21 
32 183221160 16 4 14 6 21 
33 183221161 15 3 9 9 36 
 Total 515 81 306 290 1192 
 
After obtaining the data from the documentation, the researcher 
indentified and classified them based on surface strategy taxonomy. They 
were omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. Then, classifying 
the types of errors and determined the frequency of them. The total 
number of errors are 1192 items. They were 515 items of omission errors, 
81 items of addition errors, 306 items of misformation errors, and 290 
items of misordering errors. 
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Based on the data, the researcher calculated the percentage of the 
result in this research. The result of this research showed that the highest 
percentage of error is omission (43%). The lowest one is addition (7%), 
while the other types of errors are misformation (26%), and misordering 
(24%). To be clearer, the researccher presented the percentage calculation 
of the students’ errors below: 
Table 4.2. Error Percentages in Constructing Interrogative 
Sentences 
No Kind of Error Frequency Percentage 
1 Omission 515 43% 
2 Addition 81 7% 
3 Misformation 306 26% 
4 Misordering 290 24% 
Total 1192 items 100% 
 
 
B. Discussion 
The objectives of this research are to describe the kinds of errors 
commited by students in constructing interrogative sentences based on 
surface strategy taxonomy, and to find out the most common error 
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commited by the students in constructing interrogative sentences based on 
surface strategy taxonomy. 
Based on the result of the research, after the researcher identified 
the errors and classified them based on surface strategy taxonomy 
including: omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. Then the 
researcher clasified the types of errors and determined the frequency of 
them. The researcher found that the highest frequency of errors commited 
by the students is omission errors with 515 items from 1192 total errors or 
43%. As we know that omission error is characterized by the absence of 
item, which must be appeared in well-formed utterance (Dulay,1982:146). 
For instance, How did opened the door? instead of How did he opened the 
door?. In the sample, the underlined item is omission error, because the 
students failed to put the Subject of the sentence. It is indicated that the 
student does not understand the use of grammar because the students still 
commit error in constructing the sentence. 
The students commited errors not only in omission, but also in 
misordering errors. In misordering errors, the students made 24% or 290 
items from 1192 items. As we know that misordering errors are 
characterized by incorrect placement of morphemes or a group of 
morphemes or words in utterance. For instance, Why she is not studying? 
instead of Why is not she studying?. The student failed to replace the 
subject and the predicate to be, because in constructing interrogative 
sentence, language learner needs to begin the auxiliary verb first than the 
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subject. In this case, the students did errors because they do not understand 
the use of grammar. Therefore, they misordered the important part in the 
sentence structure. 
In misformation errors, the students made error 26% or 306 items 
from 1192 items. As we know that misformation error is characterized by 
te use of inappropriate form of the morpheme in structure. For instance, 
the students wrote Are Joni studying now? instead of Is Joni studying 
now?. In this case, the student failed to select the appropriate ‘to be (is)’. 
The student uses ‘are’ to represent ‘is’ while in the item test, the subject in 
singular noun. In this case, the students did errors because they do not 
understand the use of grammar. Therefore, they misformed the important 
part in the sentence structure. 
The last error commited by the students was addition errror as the 
lowest errors commited by the students. In this research, the researcher 
found 81 items error or 7% in addition from 1192 items errors. As we 
know, addition error is characterized by the presence of an extra item 
which must not appear in well-formed utterance. For instance, the students 
wrote Where does Salma buys the pencils? instead of Where does Salma 
buy pencils?. In this case the students failed to delete the suffix ‘s’ in the 
verb ‘buy’. This error belonged to double marking in addition error. The 
students gave two present tense markers ‘does’ and ‘buys’. It is indicated 
that the student does not understand the use of grammar, because they still 
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commited error. They added an extra item that should not be put in well-
formed utterance. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the 
researcher concluded that the research was conducted in the third semester 
of English Education Department in IAIN Surakarta in the academic year 
2019/2020. According to the English lecturer there, the students had still 
found difficulties in mastering grammar. The problem statements that want 
to be answered in this research are what kinds of errors commited by the 
students and the most common error committed by the students in 
constructing interrogative sentences. 
The result of the reserach finding is got from thirty three students 
that come from PBI 3D. The research gave them fourty eight items 
declarative sentence that should be constructed in interrogative sentence. 
In conducting the research, the researcher uses the descriptive qualitative 
method with the approach of error analysis procedure. 
Based on the research findings in previous chapter, the researcher 
draws conclusions as follow: 
1. The types of errors that the sudents commited in constructing 
interrogative sentence in the third semester of English Education 
Department students at IAIN Surakarta are omission, addition, 
misformation, and misordering 
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2. The total number of errors commited by the students are 1192 items. 
The proportion of students’ grammatical error in constructing 
interrogative sentence based on surface strategytaxonomy are as 
follows: 
a. The number of omission errors are 515 items, the percentage is 
43%. 
b. The number of addition errors are 81 items, the percentage is 7%. 
c. The number of misformation errors are 306 items, the percentage is 
26%. 
d. The number of misordering errors are 290 items, the percentage is 
24%. 
From the data above, it can be conclude that the most common 
error commited by the students in constructing interrogative sentence 
is omission error. 
B. Suggestion 
The researcher finds that there were still some errors commited by 
the students in constructing interrogative sentence. Therefore, he wants to 
give suggestions as follows: 
1. To the English lecturers 
After knowing the area which often the students commit the 
errors in concstructing interrogative sentences, the lecturer should 
pay more attention to writing teaching and learning process and also 
stress on the material in which difficult for the students. They may 
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use a new method in teaching learning process especially in 
teaching grammar. 
2. To the students 
Since there are many errors commited by the students in 
constructing interrogative sentences, the students should pay more 
attention to it. The students should learn harder and do exercises 
related to sentence construction especially in interrogative pattern. It 
is also important for them to know their own errors in order to avoid 
to make the same and similar errors. 
3. To the Other researchers 
Since this research is far from being perfect, it is hoped that 
the other researcher can discuss and analyzed the stydents’ errors 
deeply. Meanwhile, hopefully this research will be able to be 
reference for the other researchers to conduct the further research in 
error analysis in interrogative sentence. 
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List of Students in PBI 3D 
No Name NIM 
1 Fadila Arsyat 183221123 
2 Rizka Yogi Dwi Harjanti 183221126 
3 Erlinda Ria Ariviana 183221128 
4 Uswatun Khasanah 183221129 
5 Yurike Resti Rahmawati 183221130 
6 Djuhariyyah Nawang Hamukti 183221131 
7 Syahfitri Dwi Kirani 183221132 
8 Adinda Titis Amorita Azzah 183221134 
9 Candra Eka Panestu 183221135 
10 Amalia Putri Hapsari 183221136 
11 Nurviana Khoirotulliula 183221137 
12 Rindra Alrizqia Trisnarini 183221138 
13 Imroatul Mufidah 183221139 
14 Nova Amelia Nabillah 183221140 
15 Nadia Anggraini 183221142 
16 Anisa Setya Warti 183221143 
17 Trian Maliana 183221144 
18 Siti Nur Aisyah 183221145 
19 Muhammad Nur Fikri Adzdzaky 183221146 
20 Devita Fitria Aldysa 183221148 
21 Iftika Mar’atus Sholikah 183221149 
22 Ayu Bulan Sri Khodizah 183221150 
23 Rega Ilham Bachtiar 183221151 
24 Lita Anggraini 183221152 
  
 
25 Afri Neneng Rohani 183221153 
26 Nur Miladia Alfi Maula FM 183221154 
27 Bela Rahayu Kusuma Dewi 183221155 
28 Guruh Suseno 183221156 
29 Siti Tsania Fitriyanti 183221157 
30 Febriyana Khoirulnisa 183221158 
31 Isnawati Indah Pramujati 183221159 
32 Siti Khoiriyah 183221160 
33 Fatyah Ilmal Fitroh 183221161 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
APPENDIX 2 
Instrument of The Test 
 
 
 
  
 
Name :  
NIM : 
Construct the interrogative sentence to which the following statements are  the answers.  
The point of the question appears in bold typed 
1. Salma buys some pencils in the stationary. 
2. You will be mine. 
3. Arie, Rudi, and Beta do not come to the party. 
4. Jessie had visited countries such asAmerica, Canada, and Europes. 
5. Stella will not have been an actress. 
6. He will not have been visting the museum. 
7. She is not studying now beacuse she has no homework. 
8. Mr.Andi is teaching Chemics. 
9. He opened the door with a key. 
10. Ben will have done his painting in the class. 
11. Burhan did not study on Saturday night, he studied on Sunday. 
12. The prices were not expensive in Nowela’s store. 
13. Rina and Cika were doing a research. 
14. Mark was taking control of the class. 
15. Marie is not happy 
16. Sasha will not have gone to Madrid on Monday 
17. Misbah has taken the book from the library. 
18. They have had their lunch. 
19. Tuti’s book has not been on the table. 
20. Mustika has not been here. 
21. Judy will have been smoking for so long. 
22. Kayla has been understanding grammar well. 
23. Students have not been finishing their tasks beacuse they are lazy. 
24. David had not been smoking 
25. Misty will not come to my party tonight. 
26. He had been hungry. 
27. Doni had not submitted the paper to the lecturer. 
28. We will be finishing this homework tonight. 
29. Taylor Swift had been singing in many countries. 
30. Kenta had been having dinner. 
  
 
31. Siti had not been trying to sing because she has been shy. 
32. I will have been in Texas. 
33. We will go to Hawaii by plane for holiday. 
34. He was happy. 
35. Messie was kicking the ball with his leg. 
36. I will not be rich if I am not success. 
37. Raymod has not been climbing the wall. 
38. My car had not been here. 
39. Jeremy will not be reporting the news for a month. 
40. Ratih will not be singing. 
41. Yolanda is an English teacher. 
42. Paula will be studying. 
43. The lecturer was not blaming him. 
44. Riana is crying because her pencils are stolen. 
45. John will have been visiting his grandmother two years ago. 
46. She has been making cookies. 
47. Joni is studying now. 
48. Clara will not have been coming. 
  
  
 
Tenses Distribution in Test Instrument 
 
Number 
of Test 
Kind of Tense Positive/Negative Type of 
Interrogative 
1 Simple Present Verba positive Open 
2 Simple Future Nomina positive Closed 
3 Simple Present Verba negative Open 
4 Past Perfect Verba positive Open 
5 Future Perfect Nomina negative Closed 
6 Future Perfect Verba negative Open 
7 Pesent Progressive Verba negative Open 
8 Simple Present Nomina positive Closed 
9 Simple Past Verba positive Open 
10 Future Perfect Verba positive Open 
11 Simple Past Verba negative Open 
12 Simple Past Nomina negative Closed 
13 Past Progressive Verba positive Open 
14 Past Progressive Nomina positive Closed 
15 Simple Present Nomina negative Closed 
16 Future Perfect Verba negative Open 
17 Present Perfect Verba positive Open 
18 Present Perfect Nomina positive Closed 
19 Present Perfect Nomina negative Open 
20 Present Perfect Nomina negative Closed 
21 Future Perfect Progressive Verba positive Closed 
22 Present Perfect Progressive Nomina positive Closed 
23 Present Perfect Progressive Verba negative Open 
24 Past Perfect Progressive Nomina negative Closed 
  
 
25 Simple Future Verba negative Open 
26 Past Perfect Nomina positive Closed 
27 Past Perfect Verba negative Open 
28 Future Progressive Nomina positive Closed 
29 Past Perfect Progressive Verba positive Open 
30 Past Perfect Nomina positive Closed 
31 Past Perfect Progressive Verba negative Open 
32 Future Perfect Nomina positive Closed 
33 Simple Future Verba positive Open 
34 Simple Past Nomina positive Closed 
35 Past Progressive Verba positive Open 
36 Simple Future Nomina negative Closed 
37 Present Perfect Nomina negative Closed 
38 Past Perfect Nomina negative Closed 
39 Future Progressive Verba negative Open 
40 Future Progessive Nomina negative Closed 
41 Simple Present Nomina positive Open 
42 Future Progressive Verba positif Open 
43 Simple Past Nomina negative Closed 
44 Present Progressive Verba positif Open 
45 Future Perfect Progressive Verba positif Open 
46 Present Perfect Progressive Verba positif Open 
47 Simple Present Nomina positive Closed 
48 Future Perfect Progressive Nomina negative Closed 
 
  
 
 
 
APPENDIX 3 
Calculation of Error Percentages 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Percentages Calculation of Error Types 
1. Omission Error 
P = 


 × 100% 
               = 0,43 × 100% 
 = 43% 
The percentage of omission errors are 43% 
2. Addition Error 
P = 



 × 100% 
               = 0,7% × 100% 
 = 7% 
The percentage of addition errors are 7% 
3. Misformation Error 
P = 


 × 100% 
 = 0,26 × 100% 
 = 26% 
The percentage of misformation errors are 26% 
4. Misordering Error 
P = 


 × 100% 
               = 0,24 × 100% 
 = 24% 
The percentage of misordering errors are 24% 
 
  
 
 
 
APPENDIX 4 
Data of Error Analysis 
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List of Categorized Errors in Constructing Interrogative Sentence 
1. Omission Errors 
No Students Students’ Sentence Error Correction 
Validity 
Yes No 
1 183221123 With what he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  What is Burhan study on Sunday? When Burhan didn’t study?   
What the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What he is hungry? Had he been hungry?   
What has Raymond climbing the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
2 183221126 Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  Will he have visited the museum? Where will not he have been visiting?   
How did opened the door? How did he open the door?   
Will Sasha go to Madrid on Monday? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Whose that book on the door? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Has Mustika has been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Had David been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Will Misty come to my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
Had Doni submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
How about if I am not rich? Will not I be rich if I am not success?   
Where’s my car? Had not my car been here?   
Who will not reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Who will not be singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
Why’s the lecturer not blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
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Will Clara be coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
3 183221128 Where Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buy some pencils?   
  Will you mine? Will you be mine?   
Will Stella have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
What he opened the door with? How did he open the door?   
What Marie is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
What his hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Why had submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
When we finishing this homework 
tonight? 
Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
4 183221129 Are Arie, Rudy, and Beta come to the 
party? 
Who don’t come to the party?   
  Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have they lunch yet? Have they had their lunch?   
Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Had David been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Is had been hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
5 183221130 Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  How he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
When will Sasha not gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Have they lunch yet? Have they had their lunch?   
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Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Will we finishing this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Have Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Will I be rich if I am not success? Will not I be rich if I am not success?   
Had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Was the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
6 183221131 Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
  When will Sasha have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
7 183221132 When did Burhan study? When did not Burhan study?   
  Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Have they lunch yet? Have they had their lunch?   
Had my car been here? Had not my car been here?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
8 183221134 How opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  How the prices in Nowela’s store? Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Marry is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have they their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Had David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
What Clara is doing? Will not Clara have been coming?   
9 183221135 Where Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buy some pencils?   
  Will Stella been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
What Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Have they their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
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Has Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla understanding grammar well?   
Who had been hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Had Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Has Raymond climbing the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
What she been making? What has she been making?   
Would Clara been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
10 183221136 Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  Where Ben have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
Who was taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Will Sasha go to Madrid on Monday? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Whose that book on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Will Misty come to my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
Had Doni submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
Who will not reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Will Paula be studying? Who will be studying?   
When John have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
Will Clara be coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
11 183221137 Will you mine? Will you be mine?   
  Will Stella have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
When Burhan he studied on Sunday? When did not Burhan study?   
What Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have they lunch yet? Have they had their lunch?   
Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
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They David been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
What his hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Why had submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
What is Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Who in Texas? Will I have been in Texas?   
Where go to Hawaii for holiday? How will we go to Hawaii?   
Had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Who be reporting the news for a month? Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Is Yolanda English teacher? Is Yolanda an English teacher?   
Where Clara have been their? Will not Clara have been coming?   
12 183221138 Does they come to the party? Who do not come to the party?   
  Stella is an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
She is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
He opened the door by? How did he open the door?   
Marie is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Will Sasha have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Have not students been finishing their 
tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
David have smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
He have hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Will we finishing this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Siti hadn’t been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Has Raymond climbing the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Why Riana crying? Why is Riana crying?   
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Will John have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
Will Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
13 183221139 How to open the door? How did he open the door?   
  Did Burhan study on Sunday? When did not Burhan study?   
How the prices in Nowela’s store? Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
Do Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
How Marie feel? Is not Marie happy?   
Can we finishing this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What John now? What is John doing now?   
14 183221140 Who buy pencils in the stationary? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Who will be mine? Will you be mine?   
Who had visited contries such as 
America, Canada, and Europes? 
What countries had Jessie visited?   
Who will not have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Who will not have been visiting the 
museum? 
When will not he have been an actress?   
How he open the door? How did he open the door?   
Where Ben did his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Burhan study? When did not Burhan study?   
What Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Where Misbah took the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Has Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
Had David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Had Doni submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
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Had Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Has Raymond climbing the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Was the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Will Clara have coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
15 183221142 Would he visiting museum? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  Will Ben have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
Why Burhan not study tonight? When did not Burhan study?   
Will Sasha go to Madrid on Monday? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What they have lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
David have smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Had he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
When they finishing homework? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Where Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti not trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
When we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
With what Messie kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Ratih not singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
What will be Paula doing? Who will be studying?   
Why the lecturer not blame? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Why Riana crying? Why is Riana crying?   
When John have visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What has she making? What has she been making?   
Why Clara not coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
16 183221143 Where Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Will you mine? Will you be mine?   
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Does not come to the party? Who do not come to the party?   
Will Stella have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
When they their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
What is Mustika here? Has Mstika been here?   
Can David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
When we finish this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti had been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Will you in Texas? Will I have been in Texas?   
What my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
17 183221144 Where Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Will you mine? Will you be mine?   
What Marie is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Will Judy smoke for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
When we finishing this homework 
tonight? 
Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What Kenta have dinner? Had Kenta having dinner?   
What do you use go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
18 183221245 Have been Salma an actress? Will not Salma have been an actress?   
  Why she not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
How he open the door? How did he open the door?   
Where is taking control? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
How feel Marie? Is not Marie happy?   
When Sasha have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
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Where Misbah taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
When Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking?   
Why students not finishing their tasks? Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
David have been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Where have Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor swift been singing?   
When we finishing this homework 
tonight? 
Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Have Kenta dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti not trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Where I will have been? Will I have been in Texas?   
How he feel? Was he happy?   
How Messie kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Have Ratih singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
Why Riana crying? Why is Riana crying?   
Who is studying? Is Joni studying now?   
Will have Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
19 183221146 Who not come to the party? Who will not come to the party?   
  Will Stella have an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Why she not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
How he open the door? How did he open the door?   
Where Ben will done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Burhan not study? When did not Burhan study?   
Who take control the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
What Marie feel? Is not Marie happy?   
When Sasha not go to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What they had? Have they had their lunch?   
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Has Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
What Judy will smoking? Will Judy have been smoking?   
Has Kaya understand grammar well? Has Kaya been understanding grammar well?   
Why students not finish their tasks? Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Had David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Will Misty come my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
Had Doni submit the paper? Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
When we finish this homework? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Where Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti not trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How Messie kick the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Has Raymond climb the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Who will report the news? Who will not be reporting the news?   
Will ratih sing? Will Ratih be singing?   
Who Yolanda? Who is Yolanda?   
What she make? What has she been making?   
Will Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
20 183221148 Where Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Will you mine? Will you be mine?   
Will Stella have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
What Marie is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Will Judy smoke for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What his hungry? Had he been hungry?   
What Kenta have dinner? Had kenta been having dinner?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
21 183221149 Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
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  With what he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Whose that book on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Had Doni submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
Where is my car? Had not my car been here?   
Who will not reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Will Clara be coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
22 183221150 Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Will Misty come to my party tonight? Who will not come to may party tonight?   
Had Doni submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
Will Jeremy reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Will Ratih singing? Will Ratih be singing?   
Was the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?    
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
23 183221151 When Sasha have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
  Had Tuti’s book been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
24 183221152 Where Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  How he open the door? How did he open the door?   
Why the prices were not in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What they doing? What were they doing?   
How is Marie feelings? Is not Marie happy?   
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When Sasha have go to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What they lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Why is Mustika? Has Mustika been here?   
What Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What David be smoke? Had not David been smoking?   
What he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
What Kenta having dinner? Had kenta been having dinner?   
What my car is here? Had not my car been here?   
When John have to visit his grandmother? When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What Joni to do now? Is Joni studying now?   
What is Clara have to be come? Will not Clara have been coming?   
25 183221153 Why she not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  What dos to opened the door? How did he open the door?   
Why Burhan studied on Sunday? When did not Burhan study?   
What Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Where Misbah take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Is Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking?   
Is Mustika here? Has Mustika been here?   
Is David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Is Kenta have dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Who not submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
Why Siti not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Where in Texas? Will I have been in Texas?   
Where my car? Had not my car been here?   
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Where is Joni now? Is Joni studying now?   
Will be Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
26 183221154 Where Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Will you mine? Will you be mine?   
Will Stella have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
With what he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have they lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Whose has not been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Has Mustika here? Has Mustika been here?   
Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Has Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
Had David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Had he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Will we finishing this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Have Kenta done? Have Kenta been having dinner?   
Has Raymond climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Will Paula be studying? Who will be studying?   
What Joni doing now? Is Joni studying now?   
Will Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
27 183221155 Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
  Will we finish this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Will we go to Hawaii by plane for 
holiday? 
How will we go to Hawaii for holiday?   
Was Messie kicking the ball with his leg? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Will Paula be studying? Who will be studying?   
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Is Riana crying because her pencils are 
stolen? 
Why is Riana crying?   
Will John have been visting his 
grandmother two years ago? 
When will John have been visting his grandmother?   
Has she been making cookies? What has she been making?   
28 183221156 How he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have they their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Did Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
If Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Had David been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
She has been making? What has she been making?   
When Joni doing now? Is Joni studying now?   
Will Clara have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
29 183221157 What will you be? Will you be mine?   
  Where Jessie visit? Where had Jessie visited?   
What is Andi not teaching? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
How he open the door? How did he open the door?   
How much the prices in Nowela’s store? Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What Marie feel? Is not Marie happy?   
Where Misbah take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Have they lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
What will Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
When he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Who’s not submit the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
When we finishing this homework Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
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tonight? 
When Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
What Ratih will be? Will Ratih be singing?   
When Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
30 183221158 What Mark was? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
  Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have had the lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Has Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Will Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What Raymond hasn’t climbing the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Why Riana crying? Why is Riana crying?   
What she is making? What has she been making?   
Are not Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
31 183221159 Have been Stella an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  Is marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have had the lunch? Hav they had their lunch?   
When Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking?   
Where have Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
When we finishing this homework? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Have Kenta dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti not trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Where will I have been? Will I have been in Texas?   
What we do go to Hawaii? How will we go to hawaii?   
What she’s make? What has she been making?   
Are not Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
32 183221160 Where Jessie visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
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  Why she not studying? Why she is not studying?   
When Burhan not study? When did not Burhan study?   
When Sasha will not gone to be married? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Are Mustika in here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Why the students not finished their tasks? Why have not the students been finishing their 
tasks? 
  
Where Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Has Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
What we do go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Why Riana crying? Why is Riana crying?   
What she’s make? What has she been making?   
Are not Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
33 183221161 Have been Stella an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  What Mark was? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Is Marie happy? Is not Marie happy?   
Have had the lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Is Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
When Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
When we finishing this homework? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Where have Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Have Kenta dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti not trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Where will I have been? Will I have been in Texas?   
What she’s make? What has she been making?   
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2. Addition Errors 
a. Double Marking 
No Student Students’ sentence Error correction 
Validity 
Yes No 
1 183221123 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
2 183221130 Where is Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
3 183221131 How did he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
4 183221132 How did he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  Were the prices is expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
Where does Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
5 183221134 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
6 183221137 Is Raymond has been climbing the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
  When Burhan he studied on Monday? When did not Burhan study?   
7 183221139 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Where does Taylor Swift had been 
singing? 
Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
What does she has been making? What has she been making?   
8 183221142 Were Nowela’s store prices is expensive? Were Nowela’s store prices expensive?   
9 183221145 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Where is countries had Jessie visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Who is had not submitted the paper to 
the lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
10 183221150 Who are don’t come to party? Who don’t come to the party?   
  Where is Ben will have done his Where will Ben have done his painting?   
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painting? 
Where is Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Where is you will have been? Will I have been in Texas?   
How are we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
11 183221151 Where is Ben will have done his 
painting? 
Where will Ben have done his painting?   
  Where is Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
12 183221152 What Ratih is be sing a song? Will Ratih be singing?   
13 183221153 Who is will study? Who will be studying?   
14 183221156 Where is Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
15 183221157 Where is Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
  Who is will be reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Who is will be studying? Who will be studying?   
16 183221158 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  How are we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
17 183221159 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Who is had not submitted the paper to 
the lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
18 183221160 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
  Where is Ben will have done his 
painting? 
Where will Ben have done his painting?   
19 183221161 Where does Salma buys the pencils? Where does Salma buy the pencils?   
 
b. Simple Addition 
No Student Student’s Sentence Error Correction 
Validity 
Yes No 
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1 183221134 Who’s people will not come to my party? Who will not come to my party?   
  Who will be mine? Will you be mine?   
Who will not have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Will Misty come to my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
Had Doni submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
Where I will have been? Will I have been in Texas?   
Who will be singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
2 18321142 What is Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
  What will Paula be doing? Who will be studying?   
3 183221146 What Marie feel? Is not Marie happy?   
  What they had? Have they had their lunch?   
What Judy will smoking? Will Judy have been smoking?   
Will Misty come my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
Had Doni submit the paper? Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
What he feel? Was he happy?   
4 183221148 What Marie is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
  What has not been on the Tuti’s table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
What Mustika has been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
What Kayla has been understanding 
grammar well? 
Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
What is David had been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
What do you use to go Hawaii for 
holiday? 
How will we go to Hawaii for holiday?   
What Messie use to kick the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
What my car had been here? Had not my car been here?   
5 183221150 Will Misty come my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
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  When we will be finishing this 
homework? 
Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Will Jeremy reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
What will Paula be doing? Who will be studying?   
6 183221151 What does countries Jessie had visited? What countries had Jessie visited?   
  Has Mustika has been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
How to Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
What does she has been making? What has she been making?   
7 183221152 Why the prices were not in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
  Who peoples doesn’t come to party? Who don’t come to the party?   
Who person will not be reporting the 
news for a month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
8 183221156 Did have they their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
  Did Mustika has not been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Did Kenta had been having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Did has Raymond climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Did my car had been here? Had not my car been here?   
9 183221157 What will Stella be? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  What will Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking?   
10 183221160 What had my car here? Had not my car been here?   
  What the lecturer was not blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
11 183221161 What had my car here? Had not  my car been here?   
  What the lecturer was not blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
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3. Misformation Errors 
a. Archi Forms 
No Student Students’ sentence Error Correction 
Validity 
Yes No 
1 183221123 What is David be smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
2 183221126 Will Clara be coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
3 183221128 What his hungry? Had he been hungry?   
4 183221129 Is Yolanda a english teacher? Is Yolanda an English teacher?   
5 183221154 Was the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
6 183221158 Are Joni studying? Is Joni studying?   
7 183221159 Are Joni studying? Is Joni studying?   
8 183221160 Was the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
9 183221161 Are Joni studying now? Is Joni studying now?   
 
 
b. Alternating Forms 
 Student Students’ Sentence Error Correction 
Validity 
Yes No 
1 183221123 With what he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  What is Burhan study on Sunday? When Burhan did not study?   
What is not on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
What is Kayla undestanding grammar 
well? 
Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
With what we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
With what Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
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How long John will have been visiting 
his grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
2 183221126 Will you have mine? Will you be mine?   
  Will he have visited the museum? Where will not he have been visiting?   
3 183221128 Can Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
  What he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
What the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Where Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
What  they had their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Why had submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
What do yo we go to Hawaii for holiday? How will we go to Hawaii for holiday?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
What Raymond climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Will Ratih be sing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
4 183221129 What is hasn’t been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
5 183221130 What will we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
  Is he happy? Was he happy?   
What Messie was  kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Will Clara have been come? Will not Clara have been coming?   
Who does not come to the party? Who do not come to the party?   
What are Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
What is hasn’t been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Is Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
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Have Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
6 183221131 How long John will have been visiting 
his grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
7 183221132 Where will Ben do his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
  What that hasn’t been on the table? Whose book hasn’t been on the table?   
Is Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
Have Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
What will we go to Hawaii by? How will we go to Hawaii?   
How long John will have been visiting 
his grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
8 183221134 Are Stella have an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  Are Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
Who’s book on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Are Mustika in here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Are Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What we go to going to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What Messie do to kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Are Ratih singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
Who is Yolanda? Wo will be studying?   
What the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
What she has make? What has she been making?   
9 183221135 What he open the door? How did he open the door?   
  Does the prices expensive in store? Were the prices expensive in store?   
Is Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Would we finishing this homework? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What transportation we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
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Would Clara been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
10 183221136 Will Stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
  With what he open the door? How did he open the door?   
Has Judy been smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Will Clara be coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
11 183221137 Are Arie, Rudi, and Beta come to the 
party? 
Who do not come to the party?   
  What Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
What he opened the door with? How did he open the door?   
What is has not been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Is Kayla understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
Why had submitted the paper to the 
lecturer? 
Who had not submitted the paper to the lecturer?   
What’s Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
What Siti  had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Where go to Hawai for holiday? How will we go to Hawai for holiday?   
Is he happy? Was he happy?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
12 183221138 Where is Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buys some pencils?   
  The prices is expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
Do Rina and Cika a research? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Mark is taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Kayla is understanding grammar well? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
He have hungry? Had he been hungry?   
What we will go to Hawai for holiday? How will we go to Hawai for holiday?   
He is happy? Was he happy?   
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What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Where my car is here? Had not my car been here?   
13 183221139 Can you be mine? Will you be mine?   
  How does Stella can be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
How the prices in Nowela’s store? Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
How Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
How they had their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
When Judy smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
How Kayla understanding grammar? Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
Can we finishing this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
How does Kenta havig dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
How can we go to Hawaii for holiday? How will we go to Hawaii for holiday?   
Can Ratih be singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
How Yolanda is? Who is Yolanda?   
How Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
14 183221140 Who buy some pencils in the stationary? Where does Salama buy some pencils?   
  Who will be mine? Will you be mine?   
Who had visited countries such as 
America, Canada, and Europes? 
Where had Jessie visited?   
Who will not have been visiting the 
museum? 
Where will not he have been visiting?   
Do Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.andi teaching Chemics?   
Where Misbah took the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Where is Mustika? Has not Mustika been here?   
When the last Judy smoking? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
15 183221142 Who are not come to the party? Who do not come to the party?   
  Would stella be an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
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Why Burhan not study tonight? When did not Burhan study?   
What are Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
What is Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
When Judy have been smoking? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
When they finishing homework? Will we be finishing homework tonight?   
Where Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
When we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
Is he happy? Was he happy?   
With what Messie kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Raymond not climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Why my car is not here? Had not my car been here?   
Why Ratih not singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
What will Paula be doing? Who will be studying?   
Why Clara not coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
16 183221143 What Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
  What he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
Can the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What is Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Why Judy smoking fo so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Where Taylor Swift had been sing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
What do you go to Hawaii? How will we go to hawaii?   
What Raymond climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
What my car here? Had not my car been here?   
Will ratih be sing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
What the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
When John will have been visit his When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
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grandmother? 
17 183221144 Can Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
  What he open the door with? How did he open the door?   
What the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What Mark take control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
What they had their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Will Judy smoke for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What Kenta have dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Will I had been in Texas? Will you have been in Texas?   
What Raymond has been climb the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
What Messie was kickng the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Will Ratih be sing? Will Ratih be singing?   
Who will be study? Who will be studying?   
What the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Why Riana is cry? Why is Riana crying?   
What she has been make? What has she been making?   
18 183221145 Why Burhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
  What the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
Whet are Rina and Cika doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Is Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
What Kayla understanding grammar? Has Kayla been understanding grammar?   
Who is not come to my party? Who will not come to my party?   
Have Ratih singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
Have the lecturer blaming him? Was the lecturer blaming him?   
What is she make? What has she been making?   
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19 183221146 Where he will not visit? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  Why the price expensive? Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
Who take control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Who book is not in the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Why students not finish their tasks? Why have not the students been finishing their tasks?   
When we finish this homework? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
Where Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Where we will go? How will we go to Hawaii?   
How Messie kick the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Has Raymond been climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Who will report the news? Who will not be reporting the news?   
Will Rating sing? Will Ratih be singing?   
What she make? What has she been making?   
20 183221148 Can Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
  What he opened the door with? How did he open the door?   
What the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What Mark take control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Where Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What they had their lunch? What they had their lunch?   
Will Judy smoke for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What his hungry? Had he been hungry?   
What Kenta have dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti had not been try to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What do you use go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
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Who will not be report the news? Who will not be reporting the news?   
Who will be study? Who will be studying?   
Will Ratih be sing? Will Ratih be singing?   
What the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Why Riana is cry? Why is Riana crying?   
What she has been make? What has she been making?   
21 183221149 With what he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  Has Judy been smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
Why is the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
22 183221150 Where is Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buy some pencils?   
  How is he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
What is she makes? What has she been making?   
23 183221151 Where is Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buy some pencils?   
  Would have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
What does Mr.Andi teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
How he is open the door? How did he open the door?   
Are the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
Will Judy has been smoking for so long? Will Judy have been smoking for so long?   
What he was hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Had my car be here? Had not my car been here?   
Is Joni study now? Is Joni studying now?   
24 183221152 Who is not come to the party? Who do not come to the party?   
  Why she doesn’t have been an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Why he doesn’t have been visiting the 
museum? 
Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not study now? Why is not she studying now?   
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Why Mr.Andi doesn’t teach Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
Where is Ben have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
Why Mark taking contol of the class? Was Mark taking contol of the class?   
Where Misbah take the library? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why the students have not be  finish their 
tasks? 
Why have not the students been finishing their tasks?   
Who is come to my party? Who will not come to my party?   
What is our finish this homework 
tonight? 
Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What I have been in Texas? Will I have been in Texas?   
What we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What he is happy? Was he happy?   
What my car is here? Had not my car been here?   
Who is be report the news for a month? Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
What Ratih is be sing a song? Will Ratih be singing?   
Who will be study? Who will be studying?   
What the lecturer blame to him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Why Riana is cry? Why is Riana crying?   
What is Clara to be come? Will not Clara have been coming?   
25 183221153 Why he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  What happend make Mr.Andi teaching 
Chemics? 
Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
What does to opened the door? How did he open the door?   
When Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
Why Burhan studied on Sunday? When did not burhan study?   
What the prices expensive in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
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What the reason Mark taking control of 
the class? 
Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Why Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Who book has not been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
What problem the students have not 
been finish their tasks? 
Why have not the students been finishing their 
tasks? 
  
Does he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
How many countries Taylor Swift had 
been singing? 
Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
When we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
Will be he happy? Was he happy?   
Why Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Will be Rina sing? Will not Rina be singing?   
Will be the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
What kind she has been make? What has she been making?   
26 183221154 With what he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  By what we go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
By what Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
27 183221155 Where is Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buy some pencils?   
  What will not he have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
What thing he used to open the door? How did he open the door?   
Will we finish this homework tonight? Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
28 183221156 Where is Salma buys some pencils? Where does Salma buy some pencils?   
  Where doing Rina and Cika? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
Did Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Who has not been on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
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Did he happy? Was he happy?   
Did the lecturer blaming him? Was the lecturer blaming him?   
29 183221157 Where Jessie visit? Where had Jessie visited?   
  What Mr.Andi not teaching? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
How much the prices in Nowela’s store? Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?   
What’s Mark take? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
Where from Misbah take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why David not smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Who is not come to my party tonight? Who will not come to my party tonight?   
When I in Texas? Will I have been in Texas?   
When he happy? Was he happy?   
When the lecturer blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
Why Riana is cry? Why is Riana crying?   
How long John will have been visiting 
his grandmother? 
When will not John have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
  
What she has been make? What has she been making?   
30 183221158 Whom he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  What she’s make? What has she been making?   
Are not Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
    
31 183221159 Whom he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  Is Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
David have been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Where Taylor Swift have been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Who is not come to my party? Who will not come to my party?   
Have Kenta dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?    
What we do go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
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What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Who are not be reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Are Ratih singing? Will Ratih be singing?   
32 183221160 Would you be mine? Will you be mine?   
  Are Stella have an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
How does he open the door? How did he open the door?   
Where Mark taking control of the class? Was Mark taking control of the class?   
What is on the table? Whose book has not been on the table?   
Why the students not finished their tasks? Why have not the students been finishing their 
tasks? 
  
Who is not come to my party Who will not come to my party?   
Would we finished this homework 
tonight? 
Will we be finishing this homework tonight?   
What we do go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Who are not be reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
Are Ratih singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
Are not Clara coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
33 183221161 Whom he opened the door? How did he open the door?   
  Is Mustika here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Who is not come to my party? Who will not come to my party?   
Will he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Where have Taylor Swift been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
What we do go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
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Who are not be reporting the news for a 
month? 
Who will not be reporting the news for a month?   
 
 
 
 
 
4. Misordering Errors 
No Student Students’ Sentence Error Correction 
Validity 
Yes No 
1 183221123 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Stella will not have been an actress? Will not stella have been an actress?   
Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
They have had their lunch? Have they had their lunch?   
Mustika has not been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What he was happy? Was he happy?   
With what Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
What is Ratih will not be singing? Will not Ratih be singing?   
What the lecturer was blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
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Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
How long John will have been visiting 
his grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What was she has been making? What has she been making?   
Clara will have been coming? Will not Clara have been coming?   
2 183221126 What countries Jessie had visited? What countries had Jessie visited?   
  Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
3 183221128 Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Burhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
Where Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What Mustika has been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
What is David had been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift  been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What he was happy? Was he happy?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
4 183221129 Where countries Jessie had visited? Where countries had Jessie visited?   
  When Sasha will not have gone to When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
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Madrid? 
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift  been singing?   
Is Kenta had been having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti had not trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Is Raymond has been climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
5 183221130 Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  When Burhan didn’t study? When didn’t Burhan study?   
When will Sasha not gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where had been Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift  been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
6 183221131 Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
7 183221132 Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  When will Sasha not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where have been Taylor Swift singing? Where had Taylor Swift  been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
8 183221134 Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
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When Burhan didn’t study? When didn’t Burhan study?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift  been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
9 183221135 Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Burhan didn’t study? When didn’t Burhan study?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift  been singing?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
When John will have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
10 183221136 What countries Jessie had visited? What countries had Jessie visited?   
  Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
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Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
How Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Has Raymond not been climbing the 
wall? 
Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
What she has been making?  What has she been making?   
11 183221137 Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
What Rina and Cika were doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
When students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
What has been she making? What has she been making?   
12 183221138 Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  Mr.Andi is teaching Chemics? Is Mr.Andi teaching Chemics?   
David have smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Marie is happy? Is not Marie happy?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
13 183221139 Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Sasha will not have gone to When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
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Madrid? 
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
When students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
When students have not been finishing their tasks?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
When John will have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What does she has been making? What has she been making?   
14 183221140 Why she is not studying now? Why is not she studying now?   
  When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
When students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
When students have not been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
How Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
When John will have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
15 183221142 Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
  Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not been finishing their tasks?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
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16 183221143 Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
  Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben  have done his painting?   
What were doing Rina and Cika? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
When John will have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
17 183221144 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Where he will not have been visit? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben  have done his painting?   
What Rina and Cika were doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Mustika has been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
What Kayla has been understanding 
grammar well? 
Has Kayla been understanding grammar well?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
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Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What he was happy? Was he happy?   
What Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
What Raymond has been climb the wall? Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
What she has been make? What has she been making?   
18 183221145 Where is countries Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
David have been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
19 183221146 Where Ben will done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
  Where Taylor Swift had singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
20 183221148 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Where he will not have been visit? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not study now? Why is not she studying now?   
Where Ben will have done his paint? Where will Ben  have done his painting?   
When Burhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
What Rina and Cika were doing? What were Rina and Cika doing?   
What Marie is happy? Is not Marie haapy?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has take the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
What Mustika has been here? Has not Mustika been here?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Why Siti had not been try to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What he was happy? Was he happy?   
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What Raymond has been climb the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
What my car had been here? Had not my car been here?   
When John will have been visit his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
What she has been making? What has she been making?   
21 183221149 Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
  Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah has taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
How Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
22 153221150 Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
  Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah take the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Had been he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Where is Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Had been Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Has been Raymond climbing the wall? Has Raymond been climbing the wall?   
Had been your car here? Had not my car been here?   
Who Yolanda is? Who is Yolanda?   
23 183221151 What countries Jessie had visited? What countries had Jessie visited?   
  Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
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How we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
How to Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
What does she has been making? What has she been making?   
24 183221152 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Why the prices were not in Nowela’s 
store? 
Were the prices expensive in Nowela’s store?    
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Why Riana is cry? Why is Riana crying?   
25 183221153 What countries Jessie had visited? What countries had Jessie visited?   
  Why Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
What kind she has been making? What has she been making?   
26 183221154 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Sasha will have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
When Burhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
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By what Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
When John will have been visiting his 
grandmother? 
When will John have been visiting his grandmother?   
27 183221155 Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
28 183221156 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Sasha will have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
Had been David smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
He had been hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Did Kenta had been having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
Will have been I in Texas? Will I have been in Texas?   
How we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
How Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
Why Riana is crying? Why is Riana crying?   
She has been making? What has she been making?   
29 183221157 Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
  When Bruhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
When Sasha will have gone to Madrid? When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Why students have not been finishing Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
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their tasks? 
Where’s Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How Messie was kicking the ball? How was Messie kicking the ball?   
30 183221158 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
What had not David been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Had been he hungry? Had he been hungry?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
Had been Kenta having dinner? Had Kenta been having dinner?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
How are we will go to Hawaii? How will we go to Hawaii?   
What Raymond has not climbing the 
wall? 
Has not Raymond been climbing the wall?   
When John will have been visiting? When will John have been visiting?   
31 183221159 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Have been Stella an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where Ben will have done his painting? Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Bruhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
When Sasha will not have gone to When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
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Madrid? 
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
David have been smoking? Had not David been smoking?   
Where Taylor Swift had been singing? Where had Taylor Swift been singing?   
What Messsie was kicking the ball? How was Messsie kicking the ball?   
What the lecturer was not blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
When John will have been visiting? When will John have been visiting?   
32 183221160 Where is Ben will have done his 
painting? 
Where will Ben have done his painting?   
  When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
Why Siti had not been trying to sing? Why had not Siti been trying to sing?   
What Messsie was kicking the ball? How was Messsie kicking the ball?   
What the lecturer was not blaming him? Was not the lecturer blaming him?   
33 183221161 Where Jessie had visited? Where had Jessie visited?   
  Have been Stella an actress? Will not Stella have been an actress?   
Where he will not have been visiting? Where will not he have been visiting?   
Why she is not studying? Why is not she studying?   
Where is Ben will have done his 
painting? 
Where will Ben have done his painting?   
When Burhan did not study? When did not Burhan study?   
When Sasha will not have gone to 
Madrid? 
When will not Sasha have gone to Madrid?   
Where Misbah has taken the book? Where has Misbah taken the book?   
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Why students have not been finishing 
their tasks? 
Why have not students been finishing their tasks?   
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